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Some new cardinal inequalities involving 
a cardinal function less than the spread and the density 
SHU-HAO SUN AND KOO-GUAN C H O O 
Abstract. In this paper, a cardinal function, denoted by sqL(X)t which is less than both 
the spread and the density, is investigated in some details. We prove that, in several 
known inequalities involving the spread s(X), the spread s(X) can be replaced by sqL(X). 
A related cardinal function, denoted by qL(X), is also discussed. 
Keywords: Cardinal function, cardinal inequality, spread, density, /c-quasi-dense. 
Classification: 54A25 
1. Introduction 
It is well known that in the theory of cardinal function, there are some funda-
mental inequalities involving the spread s(X) = sup{|D | : D C X, D, is discrete}.u>, 
for example, 
"Fox X eT2,i>(X) <2
3(X)"; 
"For X compact, \RO(X)\ < 2 j ( x ) " 
and the SapirovskiPs theorem [2, Theorem 5.1]: "If X € T2 with s(X) < /c, then 
there is a subset S of X with \S\ < 2* such that X = 1J{D : D € [S]^*}." 
In this paper, we will prove that, in the above inequalities, s(X) can be replaced 
by another cardinal function, denoted by sqL(X), which is less than both the spread 
and the density. Here we define a subset A of a space X with \A\ < 2*, where /c 
is a cardinal, to be a strong /c-quasi-dense subset of X if for each family U of open 
subsets of X, there exist a V € [U]~* and a B € [A]~K such that 
(UV)U2?2(U«), 
where [A]-K denotes the set {B : B C A, \B\ < /c}. If the above property holds 
only for open cover U of X, then we say that A is /c-quasi-dense. Now let us write 
sqL(X) = min{/c: there is a strong /c-quasi-dense subset of X } , 
qL(X) = min{/c: there is a /c-quasi-dense subset of X}. 
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Remark: Both the cardinal functions sqL(X) and qL(X) were introduce in [4], 
while the function qL(X) has been discussed further in [5]. 
It is immediate that qL(X) < sqL(X) < d(X), where d(X) is the density of X. 
We now prove that if X € 7^, then sqL(X) < s(X). In fact, let K be such that 
5(X) < K. By the theorem of Sapirovskii as quoted above, there is an S C X with 
|S | < 2* such that X = \J{D : D G [S]-*}. Thus we need only to show that the 
subset S is strong /c-quasi-dense in X. Let U be a family of open subsets of X and let 
Y = l)U be the subspace of X. Then s(Y) < K. By another theorem of Sapirovskii 
([2,Proposition 4.8]), there is a subset B of Y with |J5| < K and a subcollection V 
of U with |V| < K such that Y = B U (UV). Therefore for each 6 € B , there is a 
subset A(b) of S with |A(6)| < K such that b € A(6). Let A = U i ^ W : ° € B)-
Then A is a subset of S with | A | < « such that (U£/) C A U (UV). Hence 5 is 
strong K-quasi-dense and so sqL(X) < s(X). Moreover both sqL(X) < d(X) and 
sqL(X) < s(X) can be strict. 
For undefined notations and terminologies, we refer to [3]. We will use the Pol-
Sapirovskii technique for the proofs of our main results. 
2. Main theorems 
First let us recall the following definition. Let X be a topological space. Then 
a family U of nonempty open subsets of X is said to be a pseudo-local base for a 
point p € X, if {p} = f]{U :U eU}. Then 
%j>(p,X) =5 min{|£/| : U is a pseudo-local base for p}.u>o, 
0(X) = s u p M p , X ) : p € K } . 
Theorem 1. For X € T2, V>(X) < 2
a^x\ 
PROOF : Let sqL(X) = K and A with \A\ < 2K be a strong K-quasi-dense subset 
in X. Let p be any point in X. If q € X with q ^ p, then there is an open subset 
Vg of q with p $ Vq since X € T2. Thus 
\J{Vq:qeX-p}- V -{ p}. 
Since A is strong K-quasi-dense, for such family \» , j , we can find (?Q}a<K C J - { p } 
and B € [A]^* with 
(JV g t t UBDX -{p}. 
O<K 
LetUi={X-D:DC B,p £ D}. Then \Ui\ <2K. Let U2 = {X-V^ : a < K} 
and let Up=UiUU2. Then {p} = Dup . In fact, let 
qex-{p}c Uv,.uS. 
If 2 € U ^ t t , then g € Vgft, for some a ' < «, so that g ^ X - Vqa, and q £ ClU2. 
a<K 
If q €_B, then g € Bf) Vq C FfTV^ C Vg~, and by choosing D = 5 0 Vg, we see that 
? € D. But p £ Tq, thus p $ D and so X - D € Wi- Hence q $ f)Ui and therefore 
{p} = nWp. As |Z/,| < \Ui\ + |2/2| < 2*, we conclude that ^ (p ,X) < 2* and hence 
^(K ) < 2* =* 29^xl This completes the proof. • 
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Corollary. ([2, Proposition 4.11]). For X G T2,\j>(X) < 2
a{X). 
Example. Let X\ be the Niemytzki plane, X2 be the space R with the topology r = 
{V — A : V is the usual open set in R and A is countable}, and let Y = X\ ® X2. 
Then sqL(X) = w, but d(Y) > d(X2) > u and s(Y) > s(Xi) > 2". 
Theorem 2. If X € T2 with sqL(X) < K, tken there is a subset S of X with 
\S\ < 2K such that X = IJ{D : D € [S]-"}. In particular, d(X) < 2*«L<X>. 
PROOF : Let A be a strong /c-quasi-dense subset of X. Since X G T2, it follows 
from Theorem 1 that \j>(X) < 2K. 
For each p e X, let Up be a pseudo-local base for p with \UP\ <2
K. By transfinite 
induction, construct a sequence {Sa : 0 < a < K
+} and a sequence {Ua : 0 < a < 
K+} of open collections in X such that 
(i) |S«| < 2", 0 < a < K+; 
(ii) Ua = {V € Up : p e U Sfi], 0 < a < «+; 
B<a ____ 
(iii) if V € [Ua]^
K, B e [ApK and B U (UV) ^ X, then S a - (B U (UV)) ^ 0. 
Now let 




Then 5 is the required subset. First, we note that \S\ < K+.2K + 2K = 2*. Next, 
let p € X. If j> € 5 , then nothing to prove. If p $ 5 , then p $ \J Sa. For each 
<*<K+ 
q e U ô» 9. ¥* P so **na* w e can choose a V^ € Uq such that p £ Vq, and hence 
<*<K+ 
P $• \J{Vq ' q G U -?«}. On the other hand, since A is strong K-quasi-dense, there 
<*<K + 




U Vf US2UM:«€ U S«}2 U 5 -
\</€M y <*<K+ <*<K+ 
It remains to prove that p e B. If p £ 5 , then I U V̂  J U £ ^ X Since \M\ < /c, 
\?€M / 
there is a1 < K+ such that M C Sa>; that is {Vff : q G M} € [#<*']-*. Hence, by 
(iii), Sa»+i - ( ( U V^jU . iBi7^0, which contradicts the fact that 
VV*€M / / 
[JvAuBD |J SaDSa,+1. 
This completes the proof. 
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Remark. Our results generalize the theorem of Sapirovskii [2, Theorem 5.1] as 
quoted above. 
Now, recall another inequality [2, Theorem 5.3]: For X € %, nw(X) < 2* ( X ) , 
where nw(X) = min{|V| : V is a net for X) is the net weight for X. Using Theorem 
2, we can strengthen the above result in replacing the spread s(X) by sqL(X). 
Theorem 3 . For X £ Tz,nw(X) < 2*«
L<X>. 
PROOF : L e t ^ L ( K ) = K. By Theorem 2, there is a subset S of X with \S\ < 2K 
and X = I J{3 :ACS,\A\< * } • Then the family M = {N : N C 5, |N | < K} can 
be easily checked to be a net in X of cardinality < 2K (cf. [2, Theorem 5.3]). Hence 
nw(X) < 2 a ^ ( x > . • 
Remark. The result of Theorem 3 was also announced in [4, Theorem 2.12]; but 
in our proof, the result of Theorem 2, which was not mentioned in [4], is essential. 
Remark. The following inequality follows immediately from Theorem 3: For X € 
T3,|X|<2*«
L<*>*<*>. 
RecaU that a space X is said to be of point-countable type if for each point p € X, 
there is a compact set K such that p € K and K has countable character. Note 
that for X € T2 of point-countable type, ty(p,X) = \(p,X) and $(X) = x(X\ 
where \(p,X) is the character at p and x(-^0 -s the character of X. 
Next, consider the following inequality involving the cardinality |.RO(K)| of reg-
ular open subsets of X [2, Corollary 7.7]: If X € T2 is compact, then |-RO(K)| < 
2*(X) jjj 1.̂ .̂  {.J^ a o o v e inequality holds if X € Ti is of point-countable type (cf. 
[2, p.30]). We will prove that this inequaHty can be improved. 
Theorem 4. If X € 7^ is of point-countable type, then 
\RO(X)\ < 2**L{X). 
PROOF : For any space X, we have |.RO(K)| < ww(X)c^X), where itw(X) is the 
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TT-weight of X and c(X) is the cellularity of (X). Clearly c(X) < sqL(X). Hence 











= %l>(XyqL(X)', (since X is of point-countable type) 
( r/ V\\
siL(x) 




As an immediate consequence, we have: 
Corollary. IfX £%is of point-countable type, tken w(X) < 2*qL(x), where w(X) 
is the weight of X. 
In the last part of the paper, we will establish some new inequalities involving 
the cardinal function qL(X). First, let us recall the foUowing definitions (cf. [2, 
p.54]). Let U be an open collection of X and p € X. Then 
ord(p,^/) = | { l 7 € ^ / : p € l > } | ; 
ord^) = sup{ord(p^): p € X}; 
psw(X) = m in{ord^): for any p € K, f] {U € U : p € U} = {p}} . 
Theorem 5 . For X € Tud(X) < psw(X)
qL(x). 
PROOF : Let psw(X) = \,qL(X) = K, U an open cover of X such that for any 
p € K, {p} = H{*7 € £f : p € t/} and ord^) = A and let A be K-quasi-dense subset 
of X. We write Up = {U € /̂ : p € 17}. Use transfinite induction to construct a 
sequence {Ba : 0 < a < K+} of subsets of X and a sequence {Ua : 0 < a < «+} of 
open collections in X such that 
(i) \Ba\ < A \ 0 < a < K+; 
( i i^aM*':* '< -^,p€ U Bfi], 0 < a < *+; 
0<ar __ 
(iii) If V € ^«]-**-.D € [A]** with (UV)UD^X y then £ « - ((UV)UD) £ 0. 
Let S = |J B a U A then |S| < K+.A
K -f 2* = A*. It remains to show that 
a<«+ 
3 = x. 
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If p € X - 5 , then p g U # a , so each g € U #«> W e n a v e ? ^ P and thus 
a<*+ a<x+  
there is Vq € Uq with p g Vg, and that {Vq : q £ \J Ba} 2 U #«•
 H ence there 
a<*+ a<K+ 
is a subset M C U # a with |M| < K and D € [A]-K such that 
a<ic+ 
(1) (J V,UC2 | J Ba, 
q£M a<K+ 
since A is K-quasi-dense. Now for any q € M, Vg fl ( U #<*) ^ ">
 t n u s w e c a n 
a<«+ 
choose b(q) € Vq n ( \J Ba) so that Vq € Ub{q). Since |{6(?) : g € M } | < K, there 
a<K+ 
is a ' < *;+ with {b(q) : q £ M} C Ba>; that is {Vq : q € M} € [Z4']~
K. Since 
p £ 5 ,p $ A and so p $ D; that is I U Vg J U D / X. Then use (iii) to conclude 
( U VAVD 
that Ba> - ( [ U
 vq I U D 1 T*- 0, contradicting (1). This completes the proof. • 
Remark. It follows from the theorem that, for X € 71, 
\X\<psw(X)9L(X)paw{X) =2qL(x)pawix). 
However, a better inequality has been proved in [6],: For X € 71, 
|X| < 2L*^x)paw^x) 
and it is easy to show that L*(X) < qL(X). 
Corollary. [4, Theorem 1.11]. For X € T3, d(X) < psw(X)
qL(X). 
Lemma. For any topological space X, sqL(X) < ^(X)qL(X), where $f(X) = 
min{«;: every closed subset in X is the intersection of < K open sets } . 
Theorem 6. For X € %,K(X) < 2^x)^x), where K(X) denotes the number 
of all compact subsets of X. 
PROOF : Let qL(X)$(X) = K. By the above lemma, we have sqL(X) < K. Then 
using second remark of Theorem 3 to conclude that |X | < 2aq(x)f^x) = 2*. Since 
*I>(X) < ^(X) < K and X € 73, for each p € X, we can choose a collection Vp 
of open neighborhoods of p, closed under finite intersections, such that |VP| < K 
and f]{V : V € Vp} = {p}. Let V = U
 VP» l e t w b e *& unions of < K elements 
P£X 
of V, and let Q = {W U (Dn(X~K)) : W € W , D € [A]-*}, where A is a 
strong /c-quasi-dense subset in X. It remains to prove that the complement of 
every compact subset of X is the union of < K elements of Q. Let K Q X be 
compact. Since V(X) < K, we see that X - K = [){Fa : 0 < a < K} with each 
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Fa closed. Fix a < K. Then for each p € Fai use compactness of K to obtain 
Vp £ Vp such that K 0 Vp = 0. Since {Vp : p € F«} 2 -^a and sgL(K) < AC, we 
can find Wa €_VV and Da € [A]-* such that PVa U D^ D {Vp : p € Fa} D FQ. Let 
Ga = WaU (Dan(X - K)). Then Ga € £ ,Ga n K = 0 and X - K = (J G«. 
This completes the proof. • 
Remark . This result gives a partial extension of the following [2, Theorem 9.5]: 
For X € T2,K(X) < 2
C<X>*<*>. In fact, it can be easily checked that e(X)*(X) = 
s(X)*(X) and so e(X)*(X) > qL(X)V(X). 
Example . The following example shows that the inequality in the remark can 
be strict. Let X be the Niemytzki plane. Then e(X)V(X) = 2wu> = 2W. But 
qL(X)*(X) = d(X)*(X) = u) so that e(X)V(X) > qL(X)*(X). 
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